Abstract
Introduction
Renowned Mexican muralist, David Alfaro Siqueiros, produced through negation and re-appropriation. With "tres llamamientos" to the "nueva generación americana," he implores his fellow artists to create a novel, self-standing aesthetic (Siqueiros) . He rejects both "influencias fofas [de Europa] que envenenan nuestra juventud" and "las lamentables reconstrucciones arqueológicas ('indianismo,' 'primitivismo,' 'americanismo') ."Instead, his modernizing and futurist-inspired art selectively re-applies-to the deconstruction of traditional aesthetic schools and the creation of a new one: from Europe, "acojamos todas las inquietudes espirituales de renovación;" from America, "acerquémonos . . . a las obras de los antiguos pobladores de nuestros valles, los pintores y escultores indios . . . Adoptemos su energía sintética." He calls for "arte del futuro . . . ascendentemente superior." "Ascendente," it rises above the weight of historic baggage, in the connotation of upward and forward movement. It intensifies "a pesar de sus naturales decadencias transitorias." Transcending the reality of its purposefully negated past, it instead posits "sujetos nuevos" and "aspectos nuevos." It is "arte del futuro," and with artistic technology, produces revolutionary novelty.
Siqueiros describes a process that highlights the grand paradox of Revolution: it is predicated on chaos. While aiming to establish new order, it risks destructive, unstable transition. To self-vindicate, Revolution therefore demands a novel, defining response-an organizing form of production, that itself will establish the awaited new order. In light of this social exigency in the history of Mexico's notoriously chaotic revolution, we may then wonder: how did the post-revolutionary years in Mexico aim to build a restored future? And what new cultural force, in addition to the simply political, did the process actually construct?
With these questions in mind, I argue that Mexican Muralism offered aesthetic innovation, to reshape society through identity-raising iconography. To validate and reconcile past chaos, it adopts revolutionary methodology as itself a new and reconstructive tool. I use as example David Alfaro Siqueiros's El entierro de un obrero sacrificado to support a dynamic evolution in the mural form, which was performative in nature and socially reconstructive in purpose. Though aiming towards the future, the aesthetic developed in response to its surrounding political catastrophe, and turned this very chaos into a new form of cultural production-projecting social order in the image of Revolution itself.
Chaos and Opportunity in Post-Revolutionary Social Space
When the Mexican State crumbled in revolution in 1910, with it dissipated the control of its all-encompassing domain. Under the dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz, the nation had been dominated by the stabilizing tenets of positivism, industrialization, and commodity (Ganster 131) . William Raat marks the later half of the regime, directly prior to the revolutionary outbreak, with a specific form of Mexican positivism made systemically official by the leading party of científicos. Their movement revamped education in values of material progress and ordered efficiency; and their involvement in the allied aristocracy streamlined both social and physical production into uniformity with the façade of economic boom (Raat) . However, with the Revolution's destruction of this tightly controlledunjust, but effective-social system, the nation experienced a new freedom that itself crossed into unbridled chaos (Ganster 132) . Little reconciliation and much continued controversy left Mexico in a space of socio-political liminality, teetering precariously on the brink of another violent outbreak (Wuhs 12) .
French philosopher Henri Lefebvre is useful in his analysis to better understand this strange, and terrifyingly moldable, context of revolutionary transition. He introduces what he calls the "space of catastrophe:" a process-turned-possibility, where one mode of production captures another, and a new space arises from the sacrificial destruction wrought upon the organized State.
1 As one space collapses, and a new one arises to displace it, the disparity creates its own "differential space." Unique from the former, and not solidified into the replacement, it is a Hegelian third dimension.
2 Newly self-identified by this chaos of a collapsing State, catastrophe thus becomes the advantage. Where once was a bleeding void, there now exists categorized novelty; what was previously mere transition, now is named, defined, and so confirmed as validated social space. For Mexico, immediately post-revolution-where racial distinctions still striated classes, and politics still divided brothers-all Lefebvrian standards would agree that the space of catastrophe had been ripped wide open (Wuhs 12) .
Considering revolution, novelty, and production, it is also impossible to ignore the radical influence-on both a global scale and especially in early 20 th -century Mexican politics-of Marx and Engel, and their Communist Manifesto. 3 In their own time and context, the groundbreaking authors had, like Lefebvre, seen the advantage opened in a cataclysmic political transition. In response to the erupting revolutions in Europe, 1848, they sought to influence social reconstruction through a new and productive cultural mode, what Martin Puchner defines as the "Poetry of the Revolution." According to Puchner, Marx's definitive text defines a genre of the written "manifesto." Building upon Aristotle's use of the term "poiesis," he equates the act of creation to a manifesto's necessarily aggressive and capturing performance. Lacking the sponsored rhetorical authority of a traditional speech act, the revolutionary manifesto instead gambles with the fictitious power of its own enactment. Rebelling against (rather than empowered by) the State, its call to action and its flamboyant assertion of ideals stage the authority of what it hopes to-and only after may actually-realize in action:
The revolutionary manifesto will break the conjunction of authority, speech, and action on which this old manifesto rests and instead create a genre that must usurp an authority it does not yet possess, a genre that is more insecure and therefore more aggressive in its attempts to turn words into actions and demands into reality. (Puchner 12) In essence, manifesto is a bluff. By ideological imperative, it demands that its audience act upon the existence of a reality it, in fact, so motivates the group to construct. It relies upon the unstable transition of novelty and innovation ("will break the conjunction . . . on which this old manifesto rests"), and forms a new mode of expression fitting to the activist spirit it promotes. For the revolutionary manifesto, "historical borrowings" are "no longer adequate" (Puchner1). Instead, it employs a technological method based on projection, performance, and imagination-simulating the future through an innovative and industrious, artistic mechanism: the "poetry of the revolution" (Puchner1).
Manifesto is thus defined by this rebellion-induced novelty. It performs as if it were already realized, the imperative of a yet to-be-formed future; and it acts within the "catastrophic space" defined by Lefebvre, seizing the advantage of chaos in production of a new order. But if this manifesto form initially emerged as necessary to re-order the catastrophes of the 19 th century revolutions, then the post-revolutionary Mexican contextthe new, 20 th century version of Marx and Engel's critical environmentlikewise required a new mode of socio-cultural production. 4 As Marx himself writes, Revolutionary expression "cannot derive its poetry from the past, but only from the future" (6).
During the fragile, post-revolutionary, catastrophic context in Mexico, the State commissioned a small group of muralists (namely the Tres Grandes) to help stabilize control.
5 Therefore motivated on both personally artistic and systemic levels, these artists aimed for a new form of cultural production that would influence and re-order: as David Alfaro Siqueiros passionately writes, "art del futuro." In Puchner's terms, however, I propose that this "future art" is the "revolutionary poetry" of its own context. It co-operates the methodology of a future-forming, Marxist production, yet does so through a newly developed, performative medium. The artists' murals publish an image of validating social order in post-revolutionary time and space-simulating an idyllic, unified middle class in the performance of a reality not yet instated. In this sense, Mexican muralism is not only in the family of visual art, and not only to be considered as political propaganda, as scholarship popularly presents it. 6 Rather, I offer an additional consideration of this art form, as instead an evolution in constructive social production-an evolution in the genre of "manifesto" itself.
Examining the Performance: El entierro de un orbrero sacrificado
For this study, I wish to focus on the example of David Alfaro Siqueiros.
7 He arguably provides the most obvious embodiment of this nuanced manifesto form, as in many ways the most radically extreme of the Tres Grandes. In art, he developed a visual-textural style based on creative re-invention of the fresco, incorporating materials previously used only industrially, such as pyroxlene and Duco paints (Jolly) (Rainer) . 8 He further drafted a manual-like text for this creative innovation-"Technical Revolution of Painting (Block of mural painters experiences)"-in which he projects mural art's incorporation of modern tools: drills, air compressors, torches, spray guns, projectors, and even cinematic cameras (Siqueiros) (Rainer 14) . Experimentally manipulating medium, in addition to style and content, Siqueiros reveals his authorial focus on the demonstrative ability of art; he tangibly imagined his murals-obsessed with the material process of creation, as itself integral to the concept depicted.
Not only was Siqueiros revolutionary in his mural technique, but he was also infamous for his political activism. He lead unions, militias, even assassination attempts-landing himself in jail on multiple occasions and being forced to flee the country as a renowned revolutionary exile. In her 2008 article, Azuela de la Cueva notes that " [Siqueiros] fue de los pocos pintores revolucionarios forzados a dejar México por sus cuentas pendientes con la justicia a causa de la virulencia de su activismo." She zooms in on "una de las etapas más importantes en la vida del pintor [ . . . ] la que transcurrió mientras estuvo exiliado," and through her work pinpoints this stretch of radicalism as that which "selló de manera permanente la relación entre su carrera artística y su actividad política." Jennifer Jolly's scholarship likewise supports that these two extremes of the painter's character were not separate currents, but rather purposefully connected: "Casting not just in content, but also [in] production and reception [ . . . ] [Siqueiros' s] continued refinement of muralism into a collective art form defined artistic production in communist ideological terms" (Jolly 75, 78) . In other words, the artist transformed his political ideology of social reconstruction into the physical production of his art-even incorporating, I would emphasize, the example of his personal lifestyle. His artistic-political relationship is therefore inseparable, with both lifestyle and art revolving interconnected around the extreme actions of this rebellious character. As such, the precarious radical typified his tumultuous revolutionary context; even more, he was its embodiment and promoter.
Despite (or perhaps because of) this radical political activism, Siqueiros painted the fewest murals of all three Grandes. Though his most studied works are the later ones from his more mature career, his very early art in the Escuela Nacional Preparatoria is exemplary of his notorious rebellionand for this reason perhaps most emblematic of his overall aesthetics.
9 El entierro de un obrero sacrificado (1924) depicts three indigenous men carrying the coffin of a fallen comrade, with a fourth man (distinctly mestizo in appearance) posited in the upper right corner. The coffin, strikingly blue, invokes indigenous tradition (the coloring was typical for burials, believed to ward off evil spirits) (Pena Guillermina 30). Yet, it also includes the communist proletariat's symbolic hammer and sickle (Salazkina 51) . The work thus blends indigenous, campesino and urban spheres; and in the upper right hand corner, again repeats this equal unification, where both indigenous and mestizo gazes are drawn into the inclusive red star of communist ideology. The coffin is lifted, and class distinctions fall, raising instead one body: the revolutionary soul, immortalized in his death as the encompassing "sacrificed worker."
Of course, the mural depicts a still-unrealized communist reality, and Siqueiros voiced a fictitiously-united, Mexican proletariat. Since the revolution had begun, the loyalties of the working class had been spread over at least nine different political factions.
10 Organizing and centralizing its control, in fact, was one of the government's main motivations in commissioning the muralist painters (Greeley 15) . However, El entierro projects the scenario of co-existent indigenous and mestizo, campesino and urban-united under the coffin of a comrade unidentified by class or race. Deploying, therefore, a defined social cohesion that was not yet achievable, the mural performs an imperative for the future, motivating what had previously lived only in the vision of its artist.
Siqueiros never finished the mural. Painted in the Colegio San Ildefonso, an elite preparatory school, his overtly anti-bourgeois work invited harsh protest. Although the project was initially government-sponsored, it became, as Jennifer Jolly writes, "unacceptable as government art, as long as the current elite controlled public discourse." The State retracted its sponsorship of the project, and Siqueiros abandoned his work-leaving it to be vandalized by dissidents, and eventually, whitewashed into memory.
El entierro de un orbrero sacrificado-although some considered it a "failure" because it was never completed-demonstrates how the mural's controversial reception is in fact what reconstitutes it as part of a larger "manifesto," an evolution in performative, and reconstructive, production. The future-aiming motivation of its content goes beyond mere depiction, to further enact its own, symbolic imagery. Puchner writes:
The author of the manifesto 'must openly declare himself partisan in his writings, and do so with all the resources of rhetoric and passion required to win partisans to his cause,' but this necessity registers not only on the level of rhetoric, tone, and style but also, and perhaps more importantly, in the manner in which the text understands itself, namely, as a 'means,' an instrument, a 'political act.' . . . The manifesto projects a scenario for which it must then must seek to be the first realization. (Puchner 29) Siqueiros not only declared communist rebellion with the pictorial content of El entierro, he further performed it with the compellingly political sacrifice of his mural, in support of the idealized proletariat. Quite literally, the artist's "manifesto projects a scenario"-of sacrifice for the cause of proletariat unity-and in its revolutionary statement of authorial abandonment, "seek[s] to be the first realization." Rejected both by the State and by organized public discourse of the bourgeoisie, the art marshaled leftist attention, uniting formerly disparate parties to the same side of this one political issue, in support of this communist ideology (Jolly 76) .
The Communist Russian film artist, Sergei Eisenstein, provides further evidence of the manifesto mural's revolutionary unification. He wrote in his memoir: "my generation liked the decided incompletion of the Mexican arts" and then further re-created Siqueiros's "decidedly incomplete" mural, in his 1930 ¡Que viva México!" (Eisenstein 281) (Tibol 77) .
11 Enacting an imagined unity and eliciting a threatened response, El entierro de un obrero sacrificado self-destructs, drawing international unity in the controversy, and motivating its own realization. Like the martyred worker it portrays, the project becomes immortal in the scandal of its own sacrificed body.
12 It shapes a leftist working class, both in painted image and as a controversial artifact. Revolutionary technique, content, and individual activism thus all function in sync-(per)forming a multi-dimensional process of new production, and expanding the mural as a new, and influentially (re)constructive technology: the evolved mode of performative manifesto.
Multi-Media Performance: From Written text to Manifesto Mural
I am proposing that the mural is a strategically evolved performance, and therefore now move to examine the interaction between it, and the tradition from which it evolved-that is, the manifesto as a written text. Coterminous with his performance of El entierro de un obrero sacrificado, and in the wake of the contra-revolutionary uprisings also breaking out in Mexico, Siqueiros stepped into the position of Secretary General for the Sindicato del Obreros Técinos, Escultores y Pintores. With the signed support of Orozco, Rivera, and five other chairmen, he drafted the Syndicate's written manifesto.
13
From the beginning, the text summons together 'our side'-a collective, equally comprised of intellectuals and artists, tillers of field, and factory workers: "del nuestro [lado] (Siqueiros 1) . It reacts to the crisis of the reconstituted Mexican State-which had never quite superseded the risk of falling again into revolution-defining its equality in opposition of common antagonists: "los más significativos enemigos de las aspiraciones de los campesinos y de los obreros de México" (Siqueiros 1).
14 Collectivity is created, therefore, only by in the sacrifice a contending force, the "desaparición de un orden envejecido y cruel." 15 In this us/them dichotomy, 'our side' then coalesces in the "frenteúnico para combatir el enemigo común;" and performing the same vision projected also by El entierro, the text here summons one "united front" in the newly-defined space of revolutionary sacrifice (Siqueiros 3). 16 In this way, Siqueiros's traditional manifesto text performs, as Puchner describes it, the social unity that results from revolutionary communism. However, even this written document itself defers to the mural as the more effective tool to inspire action. When Siqueiros writes of "la revolución social más ideológicamente organizada que nunca," he clarifies that art is the motivating actor of this "ideological organization" (Siqueiros 1). Addressing the Mexican artists, Siqueiros emphasizes their role both as guide and representative. He charges them with this task: "hacemos un llamamiento urgente a todos los campesinos, obreros, y soldados revolucionarios" (Siqueiros 3) .This "hacemos" creates an exclusivity of only intellectuals and artists. While most of the text addresses all syndicate members, the artists here are separated from the rest-those creators who make this "urgent call" to the entire proletariat class : "campesinos, obreros, y soldados." 17 According to this implication, art itself is the exigent appeal, drawing together a unified people; once united, they will become the productive force. The text points to art as a social creator, as much as worker. It leads by example, and so, both documents and forges the path of social production.
The written manifesto therefore stands in dialogue with the manifesto mural-in this example, by mirroring its unification/destruction dialectics, and then also by furthering, in writing, the authority of the plastic arts. Both forms of performed elaboration assume an egalitarian society, while at the same time inciting the collective realization of this vision; the textimage interaction-enabled by the evolution of manifesto to mural-is a multi-media method of ideological and social production. For Siqueiros, the innovative aesthetic is "un arma que entra por los ojos, por los oídos, y a través de lo más profundo y sutil del sentimiento humano" (Siqueiros) . It is a totally inclusive performance, and therefore the most effective and affective push toward mobilization. This new production, an optimal new mechanism for producing active response, paves a novel and validly demarcated social space-summoning a structured working class out of revolutionary chaos.
Conclusion
Designed above all for public display in Mexico's socially unstable context, the mural provided a visual technology for ideological dissemination. Itself born directly from a revolutionary context, it projected a vision of the chaos in which it existed; however, the very process of artistic, iconographic production ordered this turmoil into symbolism. This art thus tamed the tumultuous content of its depiction, producing an "ordered chaos," which-at the very juncture of its creation-was still only hypothetical and envisioned by its artist. Further, it dialogues with the written manifesto from which it evolved, and thus even more empowers itself as a new, multi-media production. Industriously working as one of the initial efforts towards redemptive historical reconstruction, this muralism iconized the reality of a yet-to-be-realized Mexican identity.
It must be noted, however, before closing, that the mural manifesto pictorialized a utopian, communist Revolution that was universal in scope, but that was never firmly materialized in the institution of the Mexican State. As Mary K. Coffey brings to light, even the mural itself was adopted by government establishment, "through the institutional apparatus of the museum " (20) . Ironically, the very technology designed for revolution became instead a systemized "technique of didactic museology and, as such, a technique of exercising power " (20) .
What then, if anything, did the Mexican Muralists accomplish? Were all their utopic intentions wasted, even destructive, when appropriated by the ruling government institution? These questions underly my analysis, and have caused me return focus to the critical years when the muralist movement began. Coffey's work brilliantly studies the reification of the mural manifesto-the institutional adoption of a technology designed to influence and to construct. However, she dedicates the majority of her study to the latter half of the mural movement, from about 1934-1968, and performs her analysis on commissions from this later time period (Coffey) (Caballero) . I here, on the other hand, investigate the mural's role before this government "museumification"-during the crucial years immediately post-revolution. By focusing on production in the opportunity of political catastrophe-on this space's development of the manifesto mural technique-I have highlighted the value of its initial, necessary, and artistically liberal, reconstructive function.
Mexican artist and writer, Alfredo Gracia Vicente, reflected: "El hombre se puede encontrar involuntariamente en el caos, pero no por mucho tiempo. La estética, ciencia humanística por excelencia, tiende al orden, sólo se satisface en el orden, es el orden mismo" (González Santos 209). Perhaps it was the chaos of the real revolution that pushed this confrontation, where the individual Mexican was forced to "involuntarily find himself." But it was not until the reconstructive efforts of a post-revolutionary context that the individual was able to retain this self-identification-in a collective social order shaped by the new aesthetic of Mexican muralism, the validated stability that "is art itself." The mural movement may have failed to motivate the utopian society it imagined, but it solidified an individual Mexican identity-settling the violence of history, and validating the Revolution as itself redemptive definition.
I began by proposing that revolution invites chaos, with the paradoxical goal to establish new order. Now, in finishing, I offer that Mexican muralism elaborated a first, reconstructive response to this ideological methodology: if revolution risks chaos for order, than the order Siqueiros projects with his manifesto art published the identity of Revolution itself. "When the outlines of . . . the post-revolutionary nation were far from clear,"-Rick López writes-"popular art . . . signaled a transition in Mexican thought"-and "called for a more radical redefinition of aesthetic value" (40). The performative aesthetics of Siqueiros's manifesto provide this radical definition, and reconstruct value in the very image of rebellion itself. In an icon of Revolutionary identity, new aesthetics therefore shape the "most unmediated, most authentic expression of Mexicanidad" (40 (Knight) . 4 "The social revolution of the nineteenth century cannot derive its poetry from the past, but only from the future" (Marx pg. 6) 5 At the time, under the direction of then-Minister of Education José Vasconcelos (Greeley 15) 6 I only briefly mention this scholarship now, to return in my conclusion to a more detailed dialogue with the work of Mary Coffey. However, for an additional example of this scholarly trend, also reference Bruce Campbell's analysis in Mexican Murals in Times of Crisis. Campbell focuses on the government's use of the mural form to "subordinate to 'national' development and modernization strategies," heavily implying that the early Mexican Mural School was a movement purely of overhead government propaganda (Campbell ) (McCaughan 3) . 7 I add, however, that he is not the only muralist of this time who does support Mexican muralism's evolution of this "manifesto" genre. Elsewhere, I have dedicated research to the murals of Rivera and Orozco, to demonstrate how each artist in his own way works with a demonstrative and future-aiming "manifesto mural," to help renew and reconstruction the surrounding context of Revolutionary instability (Cantor) . 8 There exists a valid scholarly debate as to which Tres Grande was the most "innovative" (see MacKinley Helm Modern Mexican Painters, Marta Traba Art of Latin America). Whereas surely each painter may be called such in his own right, I here attribute Siqueiros with the term, specifically because of his unique physical interaction with art. Rita Pomade, columnist for Mexconnect magazine, writes, "Siqueiros was the most innovative of the three. Although he started working in traditional fresco technique (watercolor washed onto damp plaster), he soon abandoned it to experiment with pyroxlene, a commercial enamel, and Duco, a transparent automobile paint. His work is recognized by his rapid, bold line and exaggerated perspective. His ability to integrate traditional Mexican art with innovative techniques was masterful. The result is original, powerful, and dramatic" (Pomade) . This article focuses on the performance of muralism as an evolution in the genre of manifesto, and as a purposeful mechanism to the reconstruction of a Revolutionary society. My focus on Siqueiros's physical innovation, therefore, interacting with materials in a way previously unthought-of for art, supports yet another layer of this physical performance and future-aiming production. 9 See, among many others: Shifra Goldman's "Siqueiros and Three Early Murals in Los Angeles," Jean Charlotte's "Orozco and Siqueiros at the Academy of San Carlos," Fernando Fabio Sánchez's "Artful Assassins: Murder as Art in Modern Mexico" 10 Arenistas, Cedillistas, Chavistas, Felicistas, Finqueros, Pelaecistas, Soberanistas, Villistas, Zapatistas ("Mexican Revolution Timeline") 11 My translation from the Spanish Yo, memorias inmorales, Volume 1 (originally published in Russian) (Eisenstein). 12 Markedly, this immortalized body is that of un obrero-a masculine ideal that works to project a masculine unity, which shapes the exemplar Mexican proletariat-also unwaveringly male. In fact, Siqueiros scrutinized the female artist, reacting to the innovative aesthetic of student María Izquierdo with: "no hay más ruta que la nuestra" (Craven 36). In a time in Mexico when-according to Izquierdo-"it's a crime to be born a woman," supporting the feminine artistic movement would have been itself another strong promotion of revolutionary ideology. Embodying the essence of 'Revolution' in every other form, this very "patriarchal" and "hardly 'revolutionary'" (Craven 36) social exclusivity so necessarily needs out to be questioned. Who gets to be a part of the unity the Mexican muralism promoted? Why is the female figure left out of the revolution's symbolic elevation of renovated identity, and what have been the repercussions of this exclusion? Whereas the issue is outside the major claims of this article's discussion, I am currently developing a separate paper dedicated to probing these questions, and hope, also, that other scholars would join to re-examine this important topic. 13 Xavier Guerrero, Fermín Revueltas, Ramón Alva Guadarrama, Germán Cueto, and Carlos Mérida 14 Former interim president and minister of finance, Adolfo de la Huerta, had broken with the presidency ofÁlvaro Obregón. Collaborating generals Enrique Estrada, Guadalupe Sánchez, and Fortunato Maycotte, he instigated an armed revolt against the Obregón administration, looking to oust his chosen radical successor, Plutarco Calles (Fernando Castro Martínez 211). Though failing to overthrow the government, the revolt failed marks a distinct political climate, filled with turmoil, contradicting factions, and a tumultuously unsettled revolutionary society ("Adolfo de la Huerta") . 15 Both the Porfiriato, based on favoritism, positivism, and corruption; and the capitalism of contra-revolutionary uprisings 16 The new, equalizing system is founded in the shared space of revolutionary identity. While this argument will be developed in the second section of this thesis-through the example of José Clemente Orozco-we see here an example supporting the concept also in the art of Siqueiros. 17 For example, at the end of the document,"formamos"-"formamos un frenteúnico para combatir al enemigo común" (Siqueiros, pg. 3) -"we" again 
